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Alt Legal: Distinctively Different
IP Docketing Software

Alt Legal is a different kind of IP docketing software company. Developed by 
attorneys and IP paralegals, our award-winning software is trusted by Am Law 
firms, leading IP boutiques, and Fortune 100 corporations to handle hundreds of 
thousands of filings daily. Our cloud-based tools automatically update statuses and 
deadlines, collect client details, and generate new IP filings. Simply, our service, 
automation, and ease-of-use are like nothing else on the market.

Automated Docketing
Alt Legal analyzes global IP office data to programmatically update matters 

and calculate deadlines and reduce the risk of human error. Our docketing software 
automatically reminds responsible parties of all upcoming docketing deadlines via 
emails and calendar integrations.

Easy Custom Reporting
Our software offers one-click customized reporting emails and letters for 

internal and client updates. You can also instantly create onscreen and download-
able charts or visual reports to share with clients and colleagues. Your common 
reports can be saved as templates and regenerated with new docket information 
with just a click.

§2(d) Trademark Watch
Alt Legal’s §2(d) Trademark Watch is a cost-effective, alternative approach to 

trademark monitoring that notifies you whenever any of your USPTO marks are 
cited in an office action, refusing the applied-for mark based on §2(d) likelihood of 
confusion with your mark. With this service, you have useful intelligence of poten-
tial infringement pre-publication that you can use to take immediate action and 
develop an early opposition strategy.

USPTO TEAS Filing Tools
Our collaborative intake form securely makes it faster and easier to collect 

information about a new trademark application and file it with the USPTO. Our 
unique integration transfers the data directly to the TEAS application without the 
need to retype anything. 

Pricing, Support, and Data Migration
We keep it simple. Pricing is based solely on the number of docketed matters. 

Everything is included, and there are no hidden fees. With your subscription you 
get free data migration, unlimited support and training at any time via phone, 
email, or live chat, and unlimited user access.


